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Abstract: Moist tropical (MT) air masses routinely host convective precipitation, including weakly
forced thunderstorms (WFTs). These short-lived, isolated events present recurring forecasting
challenges due to their spatially small footprints and seemingly erratic behavior in quiescent warm-
season environments worldwide. In particular, their activity is difficult to accurately characterize
via probability of precipitation (POP), a common forecast product for the general public. This study
builds an empirical climatological POP distribution for MT days over the continental United States
using Stage IV precipitation estimates. Stage IV estimates within MT air masses between May–
September (i.e., the boreal warm season) 2002–2019 are masked into precipitation (≥0.25 mm) and
nonprecipitation (<0.25 mm) areas and standardized by the number of MT days. POPs are higher
when MT air masses are present. For the Southeast U.S., POP generally increases ~15% compared to
the overall warm-season value. At 1800 UTC (1–2 PM LT) daily, POPs are confined to coastal areas
and east-facing ridges, and advance inland by 2100 UTC (4–5 PM LT). Climatologically, ~50% of the
warm-season precipitation in the Southern U.S. occurred in MT environments. This study emphasizes
the need for better forecasting tools and climatological analyses of weakly forced environments.

Keywords: weakly forced thunderstorms; probability of precipitation; operational forecasting

1. Introduction

Despite advances in high-resolution, convection-allowing numerical weather pre-
diction systems, operational meteorologists still struggle to reliably forecast afternoon
precipitation in moist tropical air masses. Characterized by warm, humid surface con-
ditions, rising air parcels in these settings are more likely to cool according to the moist
adiabatic lapse rate at a lower altitude, yielding greater static instability. As the jet stream
retreats poleward during the midlatitude warm season, synoptic dynamical forcing for
convection becomes less frequent and thunderstorm activity predominantly develops due
to diurnal heating and associated parcel buoyancy [1]. In these weakly forced settings,
convective cells are typically conceptualized as small, short-lived, and isolated [2], earning
them the designation weakly forced thunderstorms (WFT) [1]. Individual WFT updrafts
generally last 30–60 min with each convective cell completing a three-stage life cycle (cu-
mulus, mature, and dissipating) as first documented by the famed Thunderstorm Project in
1949 [2]. Operational forecasters in the United States openly acknowledge the challenges of
forecasting WFT-related phenomena [3] with forecast verification metrics confirming this
attitude via depressed success statistics [4,5].

At its root, forecasting precipitation associated with WFTs is difficult because the
mesoscale features that prompt WFT formation are poorly resolved by both the current
observation network and the modeling systems that assimilate them. Often termed “dis-
organized” convection, this title references the lack of systematic secondary convection
initiation, such as on the downshear flank in multicell clusters when sufficient low-level
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shear is present [6]. However, contrary to the historically dominant paradigm that convec-
tion occurs as isolated cells in weakly sheared environments [2], WFTs routinely prompt
secondary convection and/or grow upscale on weakly sheared days [7], complicating the
precipitation forecast in quiescent warm-season regimes.

Both broadcast and operational meteorologists alike routinely communicate precipita-
tion forecasts via the “probability of precipitation” (POP) product. Though the definition
of POP varies depending on the source or application [8], POP is defined by the United
States National Weather Service (NWS) as the likelihood of at least 0.25 mm (0.01 in) of
precipitation at any location [9] and is considered to be the best way to communicate precip-
itation probability to the public [10]. Meteorologists constructing POP forecasts are usually
expressing their confidence about both the occurrence of precipitation as well as their uncer-
tainty regarding its spatial distribution. However, in weakly forced environments, not only
is the timing of convection initiation difficult to predict, but the propagation, translation,
and formation of secondary convective cells can all serve to “bust” the POP forecast.

Though moist tropical air masses can host multiple forms of convective precipitation
(e.g., mesoscale convective systems, tropical cyclones, etc.), in the summertime Southeast
U.S. moist tropical conditional are often associated with stagnant, unstable regimes [11–15]
that favor WFT activity. Recent climate modeling projects the weak-shear settings to
expand spatially and seasonally affecting larger areas for a greater fraction of the year,
even with modest warming [16]. Meanwhile, historical analyses have already documented
an increase in the frequency of warm, moist air masses in the eastern U.S. [17]. Thus, it
is important to improve POP forecasting ability in moist tropical settings, particularly as
they relate to weakly forced environments. Additionally, by improving the POP prediction,
operational forecasters can indirectly help the public plan for life-threatening precipitation-
related hazards, such as lightning, which are not currently criteria for severe weather
warning issuance. Between 1998–2006, over 84% of U.S. lightning fatalities were related to
WFTs [18].

Though undergraduate meteorology curricula regularly emphasize the value of clima-
tology when forecasting a particular event [19], no such tool is available for POP forecasting
in moist tropical regimes. Fortunately, because landscape features regularly favoring con-
vection initiation [7,20] are static, POP forecasts in WFT environments can be improved by
analyzing long-term observations of precipitation coverage and frequency. For instance,
radar reflectivity analyses indicate that precipitation systematically occurs at preferred
locations and times [21]. Consequently, this study combines a historical air-mass type
dataset with high-resolution, hourly radar-based multisensor precipitation estimates (MPE)
to build an empirical precipitation frequency distribution for moist tropical days over the
continental United States. The results are then focused over the Southeast U.S. where
moist tropical conditions during the warm season are often associated with WFT-favorable
environments [11–15]. The purpose of the project is to provide operational forecasters with
a new suite of climatological tools to aid POP forecasting in moist tropical air masses.

2. Methods

Daily air mass types are retrieved from the publicly accessible Spatial Synoptic Classifi-
cation (SSC) database [22] for 93 cities in the continental U.S. (Figure 1) between 2002–2019.
The SSC system characterizes the air mass type present at a specific location using the
diurnal variation of air temperature, dewpoint, cloud cover, and mean sea level pres-
sure [22]. Days are then assigned to one of seven air masses: dry polar, dry moderate,
dry tropical, moist polar, moist moderate, moist tropical (MT), and transitional. Because
days with air mass changes are captured by the “transitional” category, frontal passages,
and the more organized shear regime and convective modes that would typically accom-
pany them, are filtered into that designation. Meanwhile, the MT category represents
warm and very humid convective environmental conditions that lack acute and organized
kinematic profiles. The SSC formally describes convective precipitation as being “quite
common in this weather type, especially in summer.” For the Southeast U.S. specifically,
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the poleward retreat of the strongest shear environments during the warm season (defined
hereafter as May–September) means MT air masses are typically stagnant, weak-flow
regimes conducive to WFTs. As such, numerous studies have leveraged MT days from the
SSC dataset to examine the effect of landscape patterns on WFT development in the South-
east U.S. [11–14,23]. Supplementary Figure S1 and Supplementary Table S1 confirm this
generalization for Atlanta, Georgia, centrally located within the Southeast U.S. Radiosonde
observations at this location show that MT air masses between May and September demon-
strate the most favorable combination of weak shear and static instability. (Dry tropical air
masses possess a similar combination by they constitute only 3.8% of warm season days
and rarely witness precipitation; Supplementary Table S1).
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Figure 1. Spatial Synoptic Classification (SSC) sites that were incorporated in the analysis. The black polygons indicate
the jurisdiction for each SSC site to determine the presence of a moist tropical (MT) air mass across the continental
United States (CONUS).

Though the use of MT air masses to filter WFT-conducive environments in the South-
east U.S. is well supported by previous research, the MT category may also capture en-
vironments that, while not encountering a front, may nonetheless be characterized by
appreciable dynamical forcing and/or wind shear. For instance, the region surrounding a
tropical cyclone would likely possess MT characteristics. However, precipitation coverage
would be much higher during a tropical cyclone landfall than would typically be experi-
enced on an archetypal WFT day. Similarly, mesoscale convective systems (MCS) could also
form within MT air masses, even though they are not short-lived isolated convection. The
consequences of these scenarios are discussed in Section 4.2. Nonetheless, the success of
previous studies to isolate disorganized precipitation days using the MT air mass [11–14,23]
sets a clear precedent for this approach.

While a myriad of observation systems are available for hydrometeorological stud-
ies [24], we employ hourly MPE from the NCEP Stage IV dataset [25] to characterize the
occurrence and magnitude of precipitation on MT days. Stage IV precipitation analysis is a
gauge-calibrated radar-based precipitation product available hourly over the continental
U.S. from 2002–Present at 4-km resolution. Stage IV gridded precipitation fields between
2002–2019 were filtered to only include precipitation occurring on MT days in each of the
polygons shown in Figure 1. Though the number of MT days for each SSC site/polygon
vary, Stage IV precipitation is only analyzed across a polygon when its associated SSC
site experienced a MT day. While not all areas within a polygon may have experienced
the same air mass conditions as the central site, it is common practice to characterize
convective environments over an adjacent region are using the nearest radiosonde launch
site [26–29], a network even coarser than the SSC arrangement in Figure 1. Given the
limited distribution of surface stations with SSC classifications, this study adopts the same
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well-established technique. Figure 2 shows the percentage of MT days recorded every
warm season for each polygon in the domain, a distribution that is consistent with the
observed lengths of the isolated convection season across CONUS [30].
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For each warm-season day during the 18 year study period, the 24 h Stage IV ac-
cumulated precipitation estimates are masked into precipitation (≥0.25 mm) and non-
precipitation (<0.25 mm) areas with precipitation areas set equal to 1 and nonprecipitation
areas set equal to 0. The 0.25-mm threshold corresponds to the U.S. National Weather
Service POP definition described in Section 1. Next, the binary precipitation arrays for each
polygon are summed along the time dimension for only those days that the associated
SSC site registered an MT air mass. The 18 year sum, itself a 2dimensional array, is then
divided by the number of MT days contributing to the Stage IV precipitation areas (same
for all cells in a polygon), yielding a 2dimensional empirical precipitation frequency for
MT environments. This precipitation frequency product will be referenced as “POP” in
Sections 3 and 4, though it may not be entirely analogous to the POP value issued by a
forecaster for the reasons mentioned in Section 1.

This procedure is repeated with three variations. (1) Instead of summing the binary
precipitation–no precipitation occurrence, the actual MPE is summed. Upon dividing by
the number of MT days in the polygon, the mean 24 h MT precipitation is determined.
(2) The MPE is summed as in (1). However, instead of dividing by the number of MT
days (which is the same for all cells in that polygon), the total precipitation is divided
by the summed 18 year binary precipitation–no precipitation array. This yields a mean
precipitation array conditional upon the occurrence of precipitation (i.e., if a storm occurs
on an MT day, how much rain does it produce on average). Stated differently, (2) repeats (1)
but excludes no-precipitation MT days at each grid cell. The result of (2) is hereafter termed
“conditional” mean precipitation. (3) The initial (i.e., precipitation frequency) calculation is
repeated but for four 1 h intervals (1500, 1800, 2100, and 0000 UTC) rather than the 24 h
interval. This final step of the analysis produces four POP fields within the peak diurnal
range on MT days.

3. Results

As Figure 2 indicates, Western U.S. sites experienced very few MT days, consistent
with their drier climates. In fact, two SSC sites (Farmington, New Mexico, and Butte,
Montana) did not record a single MT day during the entire 18 year study period. In contrast,
>50% of May–September days experience MT air masses over much of the Southeast U.S.
with some areas exceeding 75%. Though the patterns of MT frequency vary coherently
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and logically across the continental U.S. (CONUS), some sharp changes in MT frequency
between adjacent SSC regions (e.g., AMA vs. DFW; CID vs. EAU; etc.; Figure 1) produce
linear discontinuities when performing the POP and mean precipitation calculations.

3.1. POP in Moist Tropical Air Masses

Figure 3a indicates the 18 year POP over the continental U.S. for MT environments. The
small frequency of MT air masses in the Western and Northern U.S. leads to juxtapositions
of high and low POPs, even within the same SSC polygon. Along the U.S. west coast,
POPs are near zero with the exception of the MFR polygon that presumably experienced
a widespread precipitation on one of its few MT days. POPs across the Northern Plains
of the U.S. are higher than the Southern Plains even though the frequency of MT days
is much lower near the Canadian border. POPs are also large among the mountainous
interior regions of the Northeastern U.S. for the roughly 10% of summer days with MT air
masses in this area.
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Because POPs over much of the CONUS experience nonphysically driven visual
patterns due to low MT frequencies, Figure 3b is focused on the regions of Figure 2 where
MT days comprise a large fraction of the warm-season air masses and are subsequently
less influenced by small denominators in the POP calculation. With the exception of some
areas of the Southern Plains, POPs are generally at least 30% for most of the eastern U.S. In
fact, large areas of the Gulf Coast, Florida peninsula, and Appalachian Mountains exceed a
50% likelihood of rainfall on MT days.

The propensity for convection to form in warm, moist air masses can also be appre-
ciated by comparing the MT POPs to the overall warm-season POP. Over the Southeast
U.S., POPs deviate markedly from the holistic warm-season value. Figure 3c shows the
climatological POP for the CONUS (all air masses). Compared to Figure 3a,b (MT-only), the
MT POPs are roughly 15% higher in the interior Southeastern U.S. MT POPs are similarly
enhanced in the Northern Plains and Northeastern U.S. Although POPs are also higher
in MT air masses over the Western U.S., the few MT days contributing to the enhanced
precipitation introduce considerable uncertainty to the increase. In contrast, POPs over the
Southern Plains are largely unchanged in MT environments.

Beyond highlighting large-scale terrain features, Figure 3b also illustrates that POP can
vary on relatively small scales in areas that should presumably experience a consistent POP.
For instance, the northernmost dashed box in Figure 3b is centered on Atlanta, Georgia,
USA, and encompasses an area which would likely receive an areally consistent POP.
However, as Figure 4a shows, the climatological POP varies by approximately 8% across
this seemingly homogenous terrain.

The concentric rings in Figure 4a provide a better representation of the urban footprint
of Atlanta versus the downtown area (black star) which is asymmetrically located within
the urban sprawl. Higher POPs exist over the Atlanta metro area than the surrounding
landscape. However, even within the metro area, POPs 35–50-km west of the city centroid
are ~5% lower than POPs at the equivalent distance on the eastern side of the metroplex.
Meanwhile, POPs in Greensboro, Georgia, roughly 100 km west of Atlanta, are nearly
7% lower.

Similarly, POP over southeast Louisiana, USA, is shown in Figure 4b, which corre-
sponds to the southernmost dashed box in Figure 3b. Clear subregional POP variability
appears. For instance, POP on the south shore of Lake Pontchartrain (just north of New
Orleans; Figure 4b) is nearly 8% higher than POP on the north shore, a mere 50 km away.
Additionally, local POP maxima (>50%) are evident ~85 km west and 50 km northeast
of New Orleans. In all of these areas, the orientation of the coastlines favor colliding sea
and/or lake breezes that prompt convection more often. While forecast POP in a moist,
weakly sheared air mass would likely reflect higher likelihoods near the coast, the 4-km
resolution Stage IV product reveals much finer nuances to POP distribution in otherwise
homogenous settings.

In addition to the daily POP in moist tropical air masses, the hourly resolution of the
Stage IV MPE allows POP distributions to be computed on subdaily timescales. Figure 5
shows hourly POP over the Southeast U.S. at 1500, 1800, 2100, and 0000 UTC (Figure 5a–d),
which correspond to 10:00 AM, 1:00 PM, 4:00 PM, and 7:00 PM local time for most of the
domain. At 1500 UTC, the only appreciable POP is 10% along the Louisiana and Florida
Gulf Coasts. By 1800 UTC, POP is highest near the coastlines and prominent orographic
features like the Appalachian Mountains. Diurnal POP peaks at 2100 UTC as the land
surface warms, sea breezes advance further inland, parcel buoyancy increases during
diurnal heating, and consequently POP increases among interior regions of the Southeast.
By 0000 UTC, POP begins to decline as diurnal heating wanes. In fact, some sea-breeze
dominant coastal areas in Louisiana and Florida experience greater POP at 1500 UTC than
0000 UTC.
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3.2. Mean MT Precipitation

In addition to the likelihood of precipitation, the mean 24 h accumulation of MT-
related rainfall can also be computed from the same dataset. Figure 6 shows that MT days
are associated with relatively light rainfall totals. Mean accumulation is <10 mm CONUS-
wide (Figure 6a), with the greatest mean totals (5–7 mm) found in the Upper Midwest
across Minnesota and Wisconsin. In regions that experience the greatest frequency of
MT days (Figure 2), the 24 h average total is roughly 3–5 mm. Figure 6b shows the
Southeast U.S. in greater detail. Widespread accumulations of 4 mm span most areas east
of the Mississippi River with mean totals decreasing nearer 2 mm west of the Mississippi.
Meanwhile, isolated areas along the Gulf Coast and south Florida exceed 6 mm. If the mean
is conditioned upon the occurrence of precipitation (i.e., dry days removed at each grid
cell), then a different pattern emerges. Conditional totals are roughly double the overall
mean for all areas east of the Rocky Mountains (Figure 6c), and parts of the southern Great
Plains witness conditional means that approach 15 mm, roughly 3× the unconditional
mean (Figure 6d).
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Figure 7 repeats the POP insets for Atlanta and Louisiana except for mean 24 h
precipitation. Though the accumulated rainfall (Figure 7) mirrors the POP maps in Figure 4
for each region, they are not completely analogous. For instance, the ~7% reduction in POP
between Atlanta and Greensboro, Georgia, described in Section 3.1 is not as dramatic when
viewed through the lens of mean daily precipitation. In contrast, the two POP maxima
in southeast Louisiana (Figure 4b), one over New Orleans and another to its west, do not
manifest equally in the mean rainfall distribution. While the maximum along the south
Louisiana coastline possesses 24 h totals near 5.25 mm, the equivalent POP maximum near
New Orleans shows 24 h totals that are a full millimeter smaller. Removing dry MT days
at each gridpoint increases the conditional mean 2–3× against the unconditional average
(Figure 7c,d). The conditional mean east of Atlanta (Figure 7c), is ~10 mm compared to the
overall MT mean of ~3.5 mm. This indicates that while POP is lower east of the city, the MT
rainfall produced in this area, when it occurs, is typically greater than over Atlanta itself.
The conditional mean for New Orleans also increases over the city by roughly two-fold
(Figure 7d), but it no longer stands out as a local maxima either.
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Lastly, the total accumulated precipitation on MT days can be compared to the entire
five-month precipitation total to determine how important MT rainfall forming is to
the warm season water budget. Figure 8a shows that MT air masses are responsible
for virtually none of the warm season rainfall in the Western U.S., although some areas
along the U.S.–Mexico border experience a ~30% contribution. In the Great Plains, MT
days produce 25–50% of summer precipitation with the smaller contributions located
nearer to the Canadian border where MT air masses are less frequent (Figure 2). The MT
precipitation fraction is smaller near the Great Lakes and Mid-Atlantic with fractions near
30%. Figure 8b highlights the Southeast U.S. in greater detail. Here, the MT rainfall fraction
is fairly consistent across the entire region—near 50%. More southerly locations, such as
Louisiana, Florida, and south Texas witness >60% of summertime precipitation arising
from moist tropical air masses, with the latter two areas exceeding 75%.
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4. Discussion

Abundant research has established that thunderstorm morphology, and consequently
precipitation coverage and POP, is a function of the kinematic and thermodynamic charac-
teristics of the host atmosphere e.g., [31]. However, no previous work has endeavored to
standardize the air mass characteristics across a large area, and thus, minimize confounding
synoptic climatological influences on a large scale. Thus, the results shown in Section 3 are
uniquely equipped to examine CONUS-wide POP trends within a constant air mass, not as
a function of the air mass.

4.1. POP Distribution

The POP distributions in Figures 3 and 4 showcase the advantage of viewing POP as
(1) an inherently spatial variable and (2) as a conditional variable related to the air mass
type. Because deterministic model output from the Global Forecast System (GFS) and
North American Mesoscale (NAM) model cannot by itself produce a POP, this forecast
product is informed by the Model Output Statistics (MOS) product. MOS effectively
downscales the model field variables to historical weather conditions at thousands of
individual sites across the CONUS. Though MOS may also be spatialized to produce a
two-dimensional gridded MOS surface between MOS sites using geoclimatic variables
(e.g., elevation) [32], the statistical interpolation could easily miss the air mass-dependent
climatological variability shown in Figures 3 and 4, especially if a MOS station is not located
within one of the local maxima/minima.

Though MOS implicitly captures the thunderstorm morphological effects by using
model forecast environmental variables to generate the POP, there is no explicit considera-
tion of the air mass type. Even though studies have shown that forecast and model error
can vary as a function of synoptic pattern and near-storm environment [33–35], air mass
type is not fully leveraged as an a priori condition that can be used to refine POP products
in the warm season. Table 1 provides an anecdotal illustration of the different forecasting
approaches, the 0000 UTC GFS MOS forecast POP for New Orleans, Louisiana, (KMSY)
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during July 2016 was 39.0%. For the 28 days with MT air masses, the GFS predicted a
mean 12 h (1200–000 UTC) POP of 36.1%. According to surface observations from KMSY,
the actual July 2016 POP was 51.6%. Whereas the GFS MOS was ~15% too low for the
month, the MT-based POP at KMSY is 46.6%, much closer to observed value. Though
the 12 h POP generated by the GFS differs from the 24 h POPs calculated in this study,
the 1200–0000 UTC forecast period captures the majority of peak diurnal heating. While
convective activity wanes rapidly after 0000 UTC [36], some of the discrepancy might be
attributed to post-0000 UTC precipitation. This July 2016 case study likely suggests that
including a simple characterization of air mass type in the MOS downscaling procedure
could improve the POP accuracy.

Table 1. Global Forecast System (GFS) Model Output Statistics (MOS) POP forecasts for July 2016.
Each POP was calculated at 0000 UTC of the day listed for the 1200–0000 UTC period later that same
day. All days were classified as MT air masses, except for three, which were all moist moderate (MM).

Day SSC Air Mass 1200-0000 UTC GFS
MOS POP (%) KMSY Precipitation (mm)

1 MT 5 0.00
2 MT 2 0.00
3 MT 6 3.56
4 MT 10 0.00
5 MT 43 0.51
6 MT 14 0.00
7 MT 9 0.00
8 MT 28 16.26
9 MT 44 0.00 *

10 MT 57 24.13
11 MT 26 6.86
12 MT 48 0.76
13 MT 43 19.30
14 MT 55 0.00 *
15 MM 47 1.78
16 MT 43 0.00
17 MT 52 8.64
18 MT 40 6.60
19 MT 9 0.00 *
20 MT 44 0.00 *
21 MT 43 0.00
22 MT 48 1.02
23 MT 47 0.00 *
24 MT 49 2.54
25 MT 65 0.51
26 MM 94 5.59
27 MM 55 14.48
28 MT 30 0.00
29 MT 31 0.51
30 MT 61 0.00
31 MT 61 0.00

* Trace accumulation converted to 0.00 mm.

In addition to its accurate performance in July 2016 example above, the MT-based POP
distribution further demonstrates its utility by capably replicating known physical mech-
anisms of WFT development in the Southeast U.S. For instance, enhanced (Figure 3a,b),
as well as earlier (Figure 5a), POPs over the Appalachian Mountains are consistent with
preferential heating over sloped surfaces. This POP analysis confirms many previous
studies that have documented the role of complex terrain in promoting WFTs [7,20,37–39].
When dynamical forcing is weak, east-facing topographic slopes encounter incoming solar
radiation at a more orthogonal angle of incidence beginning earlier in the day. Enhanced
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heating along the Appalachian Mountains promotes parcel buoyancy and increases the
likelihood of precipitation in MT environments.

Further, Figure 4 indicates increased POPs over the Atlanta urban area, aligning with
a number of previous studies that conclude Atlanta, and other large Southern U.S. cities,
are associated with enhanced thunderstorm activity [14,40–47]. In addition to Atlanta,
Figure 4b also displays higher POP associated with New Orleans, Louisiana, and a smaller,
yet still elevated, local POP maxima near Baton Rouge, Louisiana. However, the POP
analysis, shown in Section 3, contextualizes the urban rainfall effect (URE) in a manner
not previously attempted in URE research. The simple POP procedure extended over a
climatologically meaningful time scale clearly illustrates not only the increase in rainfall
magnitude in MT air masses, but the increase in precipitation likelihood as well. In fact, the
enhancement in POP (Figure 4) was more clearly evident than the increase in associated
rainfall accumulations (Figure 7). A similar framework may be adopted by future studies
to measure the URE in other urbanized areas.

4.2. Limitations

One of this study’s novel aspects is its implementation of SSC sites nationwide to
understand how POP varies in different locations with similar air masses. However,
the polygon assignment procedure explained in Section 2 leads to undesirable visual
pattern near polygon boundaries as mentioned at the beginning of Section 3. In addition
to causing a visual nuisance, this approach also may unintentionally include (exclude)
non-MT (MT) precipitation events at a gridpoint near the periphery of a polygon. While
the interpretation of local (i.e., near the SSC site) and broad-scale (i.e., nationwide) MT
POP patterns is less impacted, the boundaries do pose problems on intermediate scales.
For instance, MT POP in the HOP and RIC polygons (Figure 3) varies sharply from their
neighboring polygons. Consequently, it is unclear whether a genuine physical mechanism
decreases MT POP in these areas, or if this is simply a methodological artifact that can be
refined in future analyses.

An additional source of error in the study arises from the Stage IV MPE. Figures 4b and 7b
display seemingly incongruous results, whereby local POP maxima have no associated
precipitation maxima. For instance, there is a clear POP maximum northeast of New
Orleans exactly coincident with the Weather Surveillance Radar-1988D (WSR-88D) instal-
lation in Slidell, Louisiana. However, the mean 24 h MT precipitation for the same area
(Figure 7b) does not indicate a rainfall maximum in this high-POP location. Presumably, if
thunderstorm cells genuinely formed more frequently near the Slidell WSR-88D, then more
precipitation would be measured in this spot as well. This could suggest that despite the
rigorous algorithms designed to remove ground clutter [48,49], some nonmeteorological
echoes evade the filtering algorithms with shallow echoes from ground clutter contributing
trace rainfall estimates when processed into Stage IV MPE. Though these trace amounts
are paltry contributions to annual and even daily means (Figures 4b and 7b), they are large
enough to be credited as a precipitation area (i.e., >0.25 mm) during the masking procedure
detailed in Section 2. Thus, any ground clutter that slips through the Stage IV quality
control algorithm disproportionately influences the POP distribution. Alternatively, the
concave coastline near the maximum could legitimately lead to colliding sea breezes and
higher POP at the radar’s location; however, because the radar can only scan low altitudes
in its immediate vicinity, radar-based precipitation estimates don’t capture the fell depth of
the precipitation core, leading to lower-than-expected totals. Lastly, because there is less
beam averaging near the radar site and the radar beam scans nearer to the surface, the
echoes may genuinely reflect shallow, transient meteorological features; however, these
lightly precipitating cells are detected with greater efficiency near the radar, whereas only
deeper, more mature cells are detected at greater distances from the radar.

This finding holds important implications for urban hydrometeorological studies that
often employ radar datasets to characterize the URE. Because (1) WSR-88Ds are frequently
located near cities and (2) cities have tall buildings, towers, bridges, etc., radar-based
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rainfall and thunderstorm analyses may be predisposed to detect more echoes near the city
than the surrounding landscape. Ultimately, this systematic detection of echoes nearer to
the radar, whether genuine or not, may skew precipitation and thunderstorm climatologies
to preferentially indicate a greater frequency near urban areas. Future URE work relying
on radar-based products would benefit from carefully scrutinizing radar echoes near the
radar site.

5. Summary and Conclusions

Moist tropical air masses are often conducive to convection, particularly during the
warm season. When MT air masses are displaced from midtropospheric dynamical forc-
ing, as is often the case for the summertime Southeast U.S., WFTs are the prevailing
convective mode due to the unstable, weakly sheared convective environment. With-
out strong dynamical forcing, secondary influences on convection initiation (landscape
characteristics, outflow boundaries, etc.), which often occur beneath the resolution of the
observing and modeling systems, become the dominant forcing mechanisms. Despite
the well-acknowledged operational forecasting challenge posed by WFT environments,
few forecasting tools exist for these settings. The purpose of this study was to develop a
CONUS-wide climatological precipitation frequency distribution to provide operational
forecasters with a baseline for issuing POP in MT air masses. For the Southeast U.S., this
tool holds additional value for the WFT environments that often occur in MT air masses.

POPs are generally higher when MT air masses are present over an area during the
warm season. For the Southeast U.S., POP generally increases ~15% compared to the
overall warm season value (Figure 3). At 1800 UTC daily, POPs are confined to coastal
areas and east-facing ridges; however, by 0000 UTC elevated POPs advance inland and
coastal areas experience a reduction in POP after the passage of the seas breeze (Figure 5).
The POP analysis also highlights the URE for at least two urban centers (Atlanta and New
Orleans) in the Southeast U.S.

This study emphasizes the need for better forecasting tools and climatological anal-
yses of weakly forced environments. Climatologically, ~50% of the warm season (May–
September) precipitation in the Southern U.S. occurred in moist tropical environments, yet
very little research focuses specifically on these WFT-favorable convective environments.
Operationally, POPs were observed to vary on scales smaller than the grid spacing of
most global weather models (Figure 4b). An anecdotal case study for July 2016 (Table 1)
illustrates how the air-mass-specific POP was nearer to the observed POP than same-day
GFS MOS forecasts for New Orleans, Louisiana. Consequently, this study suggests that
future research may attempt to incorporate a simple air-mass characterization into MOS
downscaling to improve the WFT-associated POP. Future work should also endeavor to
improve upon the SSC polygon methodology employed here to create a smoother, more
regionally coherent POP distribution.
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